Advanced 2

Bezbog hut – Valiavishki lakes – Demianitza hut – Bansko

Duration: 8 hrs
Ascent: 340 m

Starting point: Bezbog hut

To get to Bezbog hut (101) you have to use transport to the town of Dobrinishte (5km from Bansko) and to Gotse Delchev hut (100) (11km from Dobrinishte).

100 – 101 From Gotse Delchev hut to Bezbog hut take the chair lift – 30min (one way ticket is 10 BGN.)

102 – 104 From Bezbog hut take the path towards Bezbog lake and walk on the right (west) bank of the lake.
104 – 107 Follow the green and yellow marks along the way then only the yellow.

108 – 110 After you reach the highest point of the rout, you will see the Valiavishki lakes.

111 – 112 Continue following the yellow marks. The path passes by “Golyamo Valyavishko Lake” and in a while joins another path marked with blue paint. Follow the path towards Demyanitza hut marked with yellow and blue paint.
From Demyanitza hut continue walking along the river following the blue marks all the way down to the town of Bansko*.

* The walk from Demynitza hut to the main asphalt road (after hotel Bistritza – not operating) takes about 2 hrs. You may organize transport from this point to Bansko and skip 1 hour of walking to the town.